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Polar Adventures 
 

ART/D&T: painting snowy pictures, cold colour  

Collages, building dens for animals 

 

 

MUSIC: Music from around the world and the  

Children will have the opportunity to make 

Some different musical instruments. They will 

Also be composing music (taught by Mrs Bailey) 
 

RE–  God—Who Made the World? (taught by 

Mrs Bailey) The creation story 

 

GEOGRAPHY: (Geography focus this half term) We look at the 

Polar  regions and discuss where they are and what they are like. 

We will investigate the different animals that live there and  

briefly talk about Scott of The Antarctic who explored 

the area. 

 

SCIENCE:  Whatever the weather—we will investigate the different 

seasons and explore how the weather changes. We will keep  

a log of the temperature and daily weather changes and keep 

A class diary including photo’s. 

COMPUTING: 
Use Paint  to create Aurora pictures & pictures 

of penguins. 

Using internet to research Polar animals 

Creating posters 

PE: 

We will continue to build 

On different skills and 

Develop our ball skills 

ENGLISH: In English we use books as a 

stimulus to help us write re-tells, recounts, 

diaries, letters, designing a front cover & 

writing a blurb, poetry and factual writing 

Texts 

 Penguin Small 

 Big Brother, Little Brother  

 Lost & Found 
 The Polar Bear & the Snow Cloud 

 

ENTRY POINT 

How can we get out of here? How can 

we rescue the animals trapped in the 

ice? 
 

VISITS/EVENTS 

A trip to Peak Wildlife Park to 

look at the penguins and a talk 

about animals in the Arctic 

CHALLENGE 
 Can you write a factual piece of writing about a 

polar animal including photographs and draw-

ings.  

PSHE 

Me & my Safety—this includes  

Staying safe when you are out 

And about in the car or playing.  

People who help to keep us safe. Rules that 

Keep us safe and thinking about substances 

Like medicines that can be harmful 

MATHS: we will be building on work done 

last term but also work on money, time, sim-

ple division (sharing) and multiplication—by 

counting in 2’s, 5’s & 10’s.. We will revisit 

shape and look at addition & subtraction. 


